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As processors continue to exploit more instruction level parallelism, greater
demands are placed on the performance of the memory system. In this paper,
we introduce a novel modification of the processor pipeline called memory
renaming. Memory renaming applies register access techniques to load and store
instructions to speed the processing of memory traffic. The approach works by
accurately predicting memory communication early in the pipeline and then
re-mapping the communication to fast physical registers. This work extends previous studies of data value and dependence speculation. When memory renaming is added to the processor pipeline, renaming can be applied to 30± 50 % of
all memory references, translating to an overall improvement in execution time
of up to 14 % for current pipeline configurations. As store forward delay times
grow larger, renaming support can lead to performance improvements of as
much as 42 %. Furthermore, this improvement is seen across all memory
segments± ± including the heap segment which has often been difficult to manage
efficiently.
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1. INTR ODUCTION

For many programs, the performance of memory operations is often the
greatest determinant of overall performance. To address the performance
of memory, most modern microprocessors employ a variety of memory
system optimizations to reduce the average latency of load instructions.
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Techniques such as caches, nonblocking memory access, out-of-order
memory scheduling, and speculative store forwarding are now common in
most high-end commercial offerings.
Two trends continue to propel the development of new memory
system optimizations. First, the gap between processor and memory performance continues to grow with each new processor generation. While
caches have been universally adopted to reduce the average memory access
latency, designs will require faster storage close to the processor to continue scaling program performance. Caches, even single cycle, first level
caches cannot satisfy this performance requirement due to their complex
± ± and therefore slow± ± addressing mode.
Second, there is an ongoing trend towards exploitation of more
instruction level parallelism through techniques such as superscalar issue
and dynamic schedulers with large instruction windows. As window sizes
grow, improvements in instruction issue rates ( IPC ) quickly fall off due to
memory dependencies in the instruction issue window. Memory operations
carry dependencies through memory± ± dependencies which are often a function of program computation ( e.g., pointer addresses). As a result,
mechanisms specific to loads and stores ( e.g., the MOB in the Pentium
Pro ( 1 ) ) are required to resolve these memory dependencies later in the
pipeline and enforce correct memory access semantics. A pair-wise comparison of the addresses of memory requests can enable some reordering of
memory operations to different addresses. However, to date, the only effective solution for dealing with ambiguous ( unresolved) memory addresses
requires stalling all later loads until all earlier unknown addresses are
resolved. This approach is overly conservative when loads stall waiting for
the addresses of independent stores, resulting in increased load latency and
reduced program performance.
Furthermore, if the scheduler logic cannot react to new addresses
within the remainder of the address generation clock cycle, delay will be
added between the time a store address is computed and the time a
dependent load begins execution. Due to the complexity of memory
scheduler logic, larger window sizes work to quickly increase this delay. To
improve the overall performance of memory scheduling, techniques must
be developed that provide accurate determination of memory dependencies
early enough in the pipeline to keep memory scheduling off the critical path
of program computation.
It is interesting to note that the register communication infrastructure
already satisfies all of the earlier requirements for future memory communication designs: early and accurate determination of dependencies, and
fast communication storage. Since register communication is described with
fixed register identifiers, all register communication is specified very early in
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the pipeline ( at decode) and very accurately ( precisely, in fact) . In addition,
register files are built with small memories that provide fast storage access.
It is these valuable properties of register communication that makes this
venerable communication infrastructure even more valuable today. Unfortunately, insufficient registers and the requirement that only unaliased data
be inserted into registers forces many operands into memory. However,
using speculation we can achieve the performance and convenience of
register communication for many stores and loads.
We propose a technique called memory renaming that leverages the
aspects of register communication to improve the performance of memory
operations. Memory renaming achieves early and accurate description of
memory dependencies by predicting store/load communication. These
predictions allow the dynamic instruction scheduler to more accurately
determine when loads should commence execution. Unlike previous work
on address prediction, memory renaming does not identify the address used
to transmit the value, instead, the approach identifies the store instruction
responsible for writing the data. Once a stable dependence between a store
and load is found, their future communication is mapped into the value file.
The value file is small directly addressed register file that provides storage
for fast speculative memory communication. Once renamed, memory communication is processed in the pipeline like register communication, reordering operations as necessary. The term memory renaming derives from a
similar technique called register renaming, ( 2 ) where logical registers are
remapped to physical storage based on register dependencies.
In this paper, we examine the characteristics of the memory reference
stream and propose a novel architectural modification to the pipeline to
enable speculative execution of load instructions early in the pipeline
( before address calculation) . By doing this, true dependencies can be
accurately speculated, in particular those true dependencies supporting the
complex address calculations used to access the program data. This will be
shown to have a significant impact on overall performance ( as much as
41 % speedup for the experiments presented).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the memory reordering approach to speculative load execution and
evaluates the regularity of memory activity in order to identify the most
successful strategy in executing loads speculatively. In Section 3, we show
one possible integration of memory renaming into an out-of-order pipeline
implementation. Section 4 provides performance analysis for a cycle-level
simulation of the techniques. Section 5 examines alternate approaches to
speculating load instructions and discusses more recent research extending
our approach. In Section 6, we state conclusions and identify future
research directions for this work.
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2. RENAM ING M EM ORY OPERATIONS

Memory renaming is an extension to normal memory processing
designed to speed up store/load communication. It works by predicting
store/load communication early in the pipeline and then remapping the
communication to physical registers. The approach achieves our goal of
providing fast, accurate, and early determination of memory communication.
We achieve accurate and early identification of store/load dependencies through the use of a memory dependence predictor, ( 3 ) shown in Fig. 1a.
A memory dependence predictor uses the program counter ( PC) of a load
to predict its sourcing store. Since the program counter of stores and loads
are known from the first stage of the pipeline, we can initiate memory
dependence prediction very early in the pipeline, early enough to not
impact scheduling latency. The predictor achieves accuracy by leveraging
the simple localities in the communication between stores and loads. Stores
and loads that are predicted to communicate are bound to the same physical register in the value file. Accessing a value file entry can be performed
( speculatively) without the effective address of the load or store instruction.
Our approach is speculative because the memory dependence predictor
may mispredict the sourcing store of a load. To maintain correct operation
in the presence of mispredictions, a mechanism must be in place to detect
and recover from incorrect store forwarding. In our designs, we permit the
effective address calculation and memory access operations to proceed as
usual. The result of these operations are later used to validate the speculative
value from the value file. If the data loaded from memory matches that from
the value file, the speculation was successful and processing continues unfettered. If the values differ, then the state of the processor must be corrected.

Fig. 1.

Support for memory renaming.
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Table I.

Benchmark
go
m88ksim
gcc
compress
li
perl
intAVE
tomcatv
su2cor
hydro2d
mgrid
fpAVE
a

Predictability of Store/ Load Communication a

Instructions
(millions)

Loads
(millions)

Value
locality

Address
locality

Producer
locality

548
492
264
3.5
956
10
378
2687
1034
967
4422
2277

157
127
97
1.3
454
4.6
149
772
331
250
1625
744

25 %
44 %
32 %
15 %
24 %
31 %
29 %
43 %
29 %
65 %
42 %
44 %

30 %
28 %
29 %
37 %
23 %
24 %
29 %
48 %
27 %
25 %
30 %
32 %

43 %
62 %
53 %
50 %
55 %
55 %
53 %
66 %
68 %
76 %
75 %
71 %

All programs were compiled with GNU GCC ( version 2.6.2), GNU GAS ( version 2.5), and
GNU GLD (version 2.5) with maximum optimization (-O3) and loop unrolling enabled
(-funroll-loops). The Fortran codes were first converted to C using AT&T F2C version
1994.09.27. All experiments were performed using the SimpleScalar( 6 ) tool set.

The dependence predictor and its operation are detailed in Fig. 1. The
predictor works by building bindings between loads and their most previous sourcing store. As shown in Table I, this approach to memory
dependence prediction works quite well. In the table, the first three
columns show the benchmark name, the total number of instructions
executed and the total number of loads. The remaining columns show the
predictability of various aspects of store/load communication, shown are
the percent of time the load value, address, and sourcing store address does
not change from the previous execution of the load.
A remarkable number of load instruction executions bring in the same
values as the last time, averaging 29 % for SPEC integer benchmarks and
44 % for SPEC floating point benchmarks. While it is surprising that so
much regularity exists in values, these percentages cover only about a third
of all loads. For addresses, there is slightly more reuse. Finally, producer
( or sourcing store) reuse is much higher± ± this means that the same store
instruction generated the data for the load. Here we see that this relationship is far more stable± ± even when the values transferred change, or
when a different memory location is used for the transfer. This observation
led us to the use of dependence pairings between store and load instructions to identify when speculation would be most profitable.
Figure 1b details the operation of the memory renamer. When stores
are executed, the memory dependence predictor is indexed with the PC of
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the store to locate its entry in the array. If the store is not in the memory
dependence predictor, it is inserted into the array. An entry in the value file
is also allocated and its index is inserted into the store’s entry in the
memory dependence predictor. Entries in the value file are allocated using
LRU, random, or another suitable strategy. Any newly allocated value file
entry, however, should be one that is unlikely to be used in the near future.
Finally, the store data, when available, is deposited into the value file entry
associated with the store.
On a load instruction, the memory dependence predictor is indexed
with the PC of the load to locate its entry in the array. If the load is not
in the predictor, an entry is allocated, and the value file index of the load’s
sourcing store is inserted into the newly allocated entry. There are a number of approaches to identifying the value file entry of the sourcing store,
ranging from tagging data storage with its value file entry index ( the
approach used in our experiments) to propagating value file indices
through the store forwarding mechanism. Finally, the value file entry
associated with the load is speculatively returned as the value of the load.
If a load instruction has no apparent sourcing store, e.g., it is a load
of a constant or an infrequently stored variable, the result of the load from
memory is inserted into the value file as well. This simple modification of
the algorithm permits the memory renamer to act as a value predictor ( 4 )
for loads with no apparent sourcing store.

Fig. 2.

Memory renaming example.
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Figure 2 illustrates the memory renamer working for a small C code
example. In this example, two stores at program address A and B could
potentially source the load at program address C, depending on the value
of q. We chose this example because it illustrates one of the harder
problems in compiler register allocation that the memory renamer handles
quite effortlessly. If the value of p is not equal to q, as in Fig. 2b), the
renamer will map the definition of *p and the use of *p to the same value
file entry. If, however, p is equal to q, as in Fig. 2c) , the renamer will map
the definition of *q and the use of *p to the same value file entry.
3. EXPER IMEN TA L PIPELINE DESIGN

To support memory renaming, the pipeline must be extended to identify store/load communication pairs, promote their communications to the
register communication infrastructure, verify speculatively forwarded values,
and recover the pipeline if the speculative store/load forward was unsuccessful. In the following text, we detail the enhancements made to a baseline out-of-order issue processor pipeline. An overview of the extensions to
the processor pipeline and load/store queue entries is shown in Fig. 3.
3.1. Promoting Memory Com munication to Registers

The memory dependence predictor is integrated into the front end of
the processor pipeline. During decode, the memory dependence predictor is
probed ( for both stores and loads) for the index of the value file entry
assigned to the memory dependence edge. If the access hits in the memory
dependence predictor, the value file index returned is propagated to the
rename stage. Otherwise, an entry is allocated in the predictor and value
file for the instruction. In addition, the decode stage may hold confidence
counters ( 5 ) for renamed loads. These counters are incremented for loads
when their sourcing stores are predicted correctly, and decremented ( or reset )
when they are predicted incorrectly. When a load reaches a predefined
threshold, it is allowed to speculate. These counters are used to limit the
cost of potentially expensive mis-peculation recoveries at the cost of some
performance when correct predictions are not renamed.
In the rename stage of the pipeline, loads use the value file index,
passed in from the decode stage, to access an entry in the value file. The
value file returns either the value last stored into the predicted dependence
edge, or if the value is in the process of being computed ( i.e., in flight),
a reservation station index is returned. If a reservation station index is
returned, the load will stall until the sourcing store data is written to the
store’s reservation station. When a renamed load completes, it broadcasts

Fig. 3. Pipeline support for memory renaming. Shown are the additions made to the baseline pipeline to support memory renaming. The solid
edges in the writeback stage represent forwarding through the reservation stations, the dashed lines represent forwarding through the load/store
queue. Also shown are the fields added (shown in gray) to the instruction re-order buffer entries. Fields labeled with STD and LTD hold store
and load data, respectively.
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its result to dependent instructions; the register and memory scheduler
operate on the speculative load result as before without modification.
When a renamed store completes, it replaces its reservation index in the
value file with the value stored.
By allowing a value file entry to contain a reservation station reference, it becomes possible to correctly rename multiple live instances of the
same communication edge. To illustrate this case, consider the example
from Fig. 2a) with the code embedded in a tight loop. If value file entries
only contained values, the correct forwarding of store values to loads
would require that all iterations of the loop execute without interleaving. If
this were not the case, a load could see the store from another iteration of
the loop, depending on the ordering of stores and loads. By storing reservation station references, we can correctly handle this case. Each store that
cannot execute immediately will insert a new reservation station index in
the value file, and the next load referencing this store value will wait on
that reservation station to produce its result± ± remember that at this stage
of the pipeline instructions are still processed in-order. Each iteration will
see the correct store from the same iteration and the stores and loads from
different iterations can execute with any interleaving without affecting the
correctness of the computation.
All loads, speculative or otherwise, access the memory system. When
a renamed load’s non-speculative value returns from the memory system, it
is compared to the predicted value. If the values do not match, a load data
mis-speculation has occurred and pipeline recovery is initiated.
Unlike loads, store instructions do not access the value file until retirement. At that time, stores deposit their store data into the value file ( overwriting their reservation station index) and the memory system. Any later
renamed loads that reference this value will be able to access it directly
from the value file. No attempt is made to maintain coherence between the
value file and main memory. If their contents diverge ( due to, for example,
external DMAs or memory coherence operations), the pipeline will continue to operate correctly. Any incoherence will be detected when the
renamed load values are compared to the actual memory contents.
The initial binding between stores and loads is created when a load
that was not renamed references the data produced by a renamed store. We
explored two approaches to detecting these new dependence edges. The
simplest approach looks for renamed stores that forward to loads in the
load/store queue forwarding network ( i.e., communications between instructions in flight). When these edges are detected, the memory dependence
predictor is updated accordingly. A slightly more capable approach is to
attach value file indices to renamed store data, and propagate these indices
into the memory hierarchy. This approach performs better because it can
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detect longer-lived dependence edges, however, the extra storage for value
file indices makes the approach more expensive.
3.2. Recovering from M is-speculations

When a renamed load injects an incorrect value into the program
computation, correct program execution requires that, minimally, all
instructions that used the incorrect value and dependent instructions be
re-executed. To this end, we explored two approaches to recovering the
pipeline from data mis-speculations: squash and re-execution recovery. The
two approaches exhibit varying performance degradation on a mis-speculation as well as differing implementation complexity.
Squash recovery, while expensive, is the simplest approach to implement. The approach works by throwing away all instructions after a misspeculated load instruction. Since all dependent instructions will follow the
load instruction, the restriction that all dependent instructions be re-executed will indeed be met. Unfortunately, this approach can throw away
many instructions independent of the mis-speculated load result, requiring
many unnecessary re-executions. The advantage of this approach is that it
requires very little support over what is implemented today. Mis-speculated
loads may be treated the same as mis-speculated branches.
Re-execution recovery, while more complex, has significantly better
recovery performance than squash recovery. The approach leverages
dependence information stored in the reservation stations of not-yet retired
instructions to permit re-execution of only those instructions dependent on
a speculative load value. The cost of this approach is added pipeline complexity.
We implemented re-execution by injecting the correct result of misspeculated loads onto the result bus± ± all dependent instructions receiving
the correct load result will re-execute, and re-broadcast their results, forcing
dependent instructions to re-execute, and so on. Since it’s non-trivial for an
instruction to know how many of its operands will be re-generated through
re-execution, an instruction may possibly re-execute multiple times, once
for every re-generated operand that arrives. In addition, dependencies
through memory may require load instructions to re-execute. To accommodate these dependencies, the load/store queue also re-checks memory
dependencies of any stores that re-execute, re-issuing any dependent load
instructions. Additionally, loads may be forced to re-execute if they receive
a new address via instruction re-execution. At retirement, any re-executed
instruction will be the oldest instruction in the machine, thus it cannot
receive any more re-generated values, and the instruction may be safely
retired. In the following section, we will demonstrate through simulation
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that re-execution is a much less expensive approach to implementing load
mis-speculation recovery.
4. EXPER IMEN TA L EVALUATION

We evaluated the merits of our memory renaming designs by extending a detailed timing simulator to support the proposed designs and by
examining the performance of programs running on the extended
simulator. We varied the confidence mechanism, mis-speculation recovery
mechanism, and key system parameters to see what affect these parameters
had on performance.
4.1. Metho dolog y

Our baseline simulator is detailed in Table II. It is from the Simple
Scalar simulation suite ( simulator sim-outorder ). ( 6 ) The simulator executes
only user-level instructions, performing a detailed timing simulation of an
4-way superscalar microprocessor with two levels of instruction and data
Table II.

Fetch interface
Instruction cache
Branch predictor

Out-of-order issue
Mechanism
Architected registers
Functional units
Functional unit latency
(total/issue)
Data cache

Virtual memory

Baseline Simulation Model

fetches any 4 instructions in up to two cache blocks per cycle,
separated by at most two branches
32 k 2-way set-associative, 32 byte blocks, 6 cycle miss latency
8 bit global history indexing a 4096 entry pattern history table
( GAp Yeh and Patt ( 15 ) ) with 2-bit
saturating counters, 8 cycle misprediction penalty
out-of-order issue of up to 8 operations per cycle, 256 entry
re-order buffer, 128 entry
load/store queue, loads may execute when all prior store addresses
are known
32 integer, 32 floating point
8-integer ALU, 4-load/store units, 4-FP adders, 1-integer
MULT/DIV, 1-FP MULT/DIV
integer ALU-1/1, load/store-2/1, integer MULT-3/1, integer DIV12/12, FP adder-2/1
FP MULT-4/1, FP DIV-12/12
32 k 2-way set-associative, write-back, write-allocate, 32 byte
blocks, 6 cycle miss latency
four-ported, non-blocking interface, supporting one outstanding
miss per physical register
256 k 4-way set-associative, unified L2 cache, 64 byte blocks,
32 cycle miss
4 K byte pages, 30 cycle fixed TLB miss latency after earlier-issued
instructions complete
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cache memory. The simulator implements an out-of-order issue execution
model. Simulation is execution-driven, including execution down any
speculative path until the detection of a fault, TLB miss, or misprediction.
The model employs a 256 entry re-order buffer that implements renamed
register storage and holds results of pending instructions. Loads and stores
are placed into a 128 entry load/store queue. In the baseline simulator,
stores execute when all operands are ready; their values, if speculative, are
placed into the load/store queue. Loads may execute when all prior store
addresses have been computed; their values come from a matching earlier
store in the store queue ( i.e., a store forward) or from the data cache.
Speculative loads may initiate cache misses if the address hits in the TLB.
If the load is subsequently squashed, the cache miss will still complete.
However, speculative TLB misses are not permitted. That is, if a
speculative cache access misses in the TLB, instruction dispatch is stalled
until the instruction that detected the TLB miss is squashed or committed.
Each cycle the re-order buffer issues up to 8 ready instructions, and commits up to 8 results in-order to the architected register file. When stores are
committed, the store value is written into the data cache. The data cache
modeled is a four-ported 32k two-way set-associative nonblocking cache.
We found early on that instruction fetch bandwidth was a critical performance bottleneck. To mitigate this problem, we implemented a limited
variant of the collapsing buffer described by Conte et al. ( 7 ) Our implementation supports two predictions per cycle within the same instruction cache
block, which provides significantly more instruction fetch bandwidth and
better pipeline resource utilization.
When selecting benchmarks, we looked for programs with varying
memory system performance, i.e., programs with large and small data sets
as well as high and low reference locality. We analyzed 10 programs from
the SPEC’95 benchmark suite, 6 from the integer codes and 4 from the
floating point suite.
All memory renaming experiments were performed with a 1024 entry,
2-way set associative memory dependence predictor and a 512 entry value
file with LRU replacement. To detect initial dependence edge bindings, we
propagate the value file indices of renamed store data into the top-level
data cache. When loads ( that were not renamed ) access renamed store
data, the value file index stored in the data cache is used to update the
load’s entry in the memory dependence predictor.
4.2. Predictor Performance

Figure 4 shows the performance of the memory dependence predictor.
The graph shows the hit rate of the memory dependence predictor for each
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benchmark, where the hit rate is computed as the number of loads whose
sourcing store value was correctly identified after probing the value file. The
predictor works quite well, predicting correctly as many as 76 % of the
program’s memory dependencies± ± an average of 62 % for all the programs.
Unlike many of the value predictor mechanisms, ( 4 ) dependence predictors
work well, even better, on floating point programs.
To better understand where the dependence predictor was finding its
dependence locality, we broke down the correct predictions by the segment
in which the reference data resided. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of
correct predictions for data residing in the global, stack, and heap
segments. A large fraction of the correct dependence predictions, as much
as 70 % for Mgrid and 41 % overall on the average, came from stack
references. This result is not surprising considering the frequency of stack
segment references and their semi-static nature, i.e., loads and stores to the
stack often reference the same variable many times. ( Later we leverage this
property to improve the performance of the confidence mechanisms.)
Global accesses also account for many of the correct predictions, as much
as 86 % for Tomcatv and 43 % overall on the average. Finally, a significant
number of correct predictions come from the heap segment, as much as
40 % for Go and 15 % overall on the average. To better understand what
aspects of the program resulted in these correct predictions, we profiled top
loads and then examined their sourcing stores, we found a number of common cases where heap accesses exhibited dependence locality2 :

·

repeated accesses to aliased data, which cannot be allocated to
registers

·
·

accesses to loop data with a loop dependence distance of one

3

accesses to single-instance dynamic storage, e.g., a variable allocated
at the beginning of the program, pointed to by a few, immutable
global pointers

As discussed in Section 3, a pipeline implementation can also benefit
from a confidence mechanism. Figure 6 shows the results of experiments
2

These examples are typical of program constructs that challenge even the most sophisticated
register allocators. As a result, only significant advances in compiler technology will
eliminate these memory accesses. The same assertion holds for global accesses, all of which
the compiler must assume are aliased. Stack accesses on the other hand, can be effectively
register allocated, thereby eliminating the memory accesses, given that the processor has
enough registers.
3
Note that since we always predict the sourcing store to be that last previous one, our predictors will not work with loop dependence distances greater than one, even if they are regular
accesses. Support for these cases are currently under investigation.
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Fig. 4.

Memory dependence predictor performance.

exploring the efficacy of attaching confidence counters to load instructions.
The graphs show the confidence and coverage for a number of predictors.
Confidence is the success rate of high-confidence loads. Coverage is the fraction of correctly predicted loads, without confidence, covered by the highconfidence predictions of a particular predictor. Confidence and coverage
are shown for 6 predictors. The notation used for each is as follows: XYZ ,
where X is the count that must be reached before the predictor considers
the load a high-confidence load. By default, the count is incremented by
one when the predictor correctly predicts the sourcing store value, and

Fig. 5.

Predictor hits by memory segment.

Fig. 6.

Confidence and coverage for predictors with confidence counters.
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reset to zero when the predictor fails. Y is the count increment used when
the opcode of the load indicates an access off the stack pointer. Z is the
count increment used when the opcode of the load indicates an access off
the global pointer. Our analyses showed that stack and global accesses are
well behaved, thus we can increase coverage, without sacrificing much confidence, by incrementing their confidence counters with a value greater
than one.
As shown in Fig. 6, confidence is very high for the configurations
examined, as much as 99.02 % for Hydro-2D and at least 69.22 % for all
experiments that use confidence mechanisms. For most of the experiments
we tried, increasing the increments for stack and global accesses to half the
confidence counter performed best. While this configuration usually degrades
confidence over the baseline case ( an increment of one for all accesses ),
coverage is improved enough to improve program performance. Coverage
varies significantly, a number of the programs, e.g., Compress and
Hydro-2D, have very high coverage, while others, such as CC1 and Perl
do not gain higher coverage until a significant amount of confidence is
sacrificed. Another interesting feature of our confidence measurements is
the relative insensitivity of coverage to the counter threshold once the confidence thresholds levels rise above 2. This reinforces our earlier observation that the memory dependencies in a program are relatively static± ± once
they occur a few times, they very often occur in the same fashion for much
of the program execution.

4.3. Pipeline Performance

Predictor hit rates are an insufficient tool for evaluating the usefulness
of a memory dependence predictor. In order to fully evaluate it, we must
integrate it into a modern processor pipeline, leverage the predictions it
produces, and correctly handle the cases when the predictor fails. Figure 7
details the performance of the memory dependence predictor integrated
into the baseline out-of-order issue performance simulator. For each
experiment, Fig. 7 shows the speedup ( in percent, measured in cycles to
execute the entire program) with respect to the baseline simulator.
Four experiments are shown for each benchmark in Fig. 7. The first
experiment, labeled SQ- 422, shows the speedup found with a dependence
predictor utilizing a 422 confidence configuration and squash recovery for
load mis-speculations. Experiment SQ-844 is the same experiment except
with a 844 confidence mechanism. The RE- 422 configuration employs a
422 confidence configuration and utilizes the re-execution mechanism
described in Section 2 to recover from load mis-speculations. Finally, the
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Program performance with varied predictor/recovery configuration.

RE-211 configuration also employs the re-execution recovery mechanism,
but utilizes a lower-confidence 211 confidence configuration.
The configuration with squash recovery and the 422 confidence
mechanism, i.e., SQ-422, shows small speedups for many of the programs,
and falls short on others, such as CC1 which saw a slowdown of more than
5 %. Investigation of these slowdowns quickly revealed that the high-cost
of squash recovery, i.e., throwing away all instructions after the mis-speculated load, often completely outweighs the benefits of memory renaming.
( Many of the programs had more data mis-speculations than branch mispredictions!) One remedy to the high-cost of mis-speculation is to permit
renaming only for higher confidence loads. The experiment labeled SQ-844
renames higher-confidence loads. This configuration performs better
because it suffers from less mis-speculation, however, some experiments,
e.g., CC1, show very little speedup because they are still plagued with
many high-cost load mis-speculations.
A better remedy for high mis-speculation recovery costs is a lower cost
mis-speculation recovery mechanism. The experiment labeled RE- 422 adds
re-execution support to a pipeline with memory renaming support with a
422 confidence mechanism. This design has lower mis-speculation costs,
allowing it to to show speedups for all the experiments run, as much as
14 % for M88ksim and an average overall speedup of over 6 %. To confirm
our intuitions as to the lower cost of re-execution, we measured directly the
cost of squash recovery and re-execution for all runs by counting the number of instructions thrown away due to load mis-speculations. We found
that overall, re-execution consumes less than 1/3 of the execution bandwidth required by squash recovery± ± in other words, less than 1/3 of the
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instructions in flight after a load mis-speculation are dependent on the misspeculated load, on average. Additionally, re-execution benefits from not
having to re-fetch, decode, and issue instructions after the mis-speculated
load.
Given the lower cost of cost of re-execution, we explored whether
speedups would be improved if we also renamed lower-confidence loads.
The experiment labeled RE-211 employs re-execution recovery with a
lower-confidence 211 confidence configuration. This configuration found
better performance for most of the experiments, further supporting the
benefits of re-execution. We also explored the use of yet even lower-confidence ( 111) and no-confidence ( 000) configurations, however, mis-speculation rates rise quickly for these configurations, and performance suffered
accordingly for most experiments.
Figure 8 takes our best-performing configuration, i.e., RE-211, and
varies two key system parameters to see their effect on the efficacy of
memory renaming. The first experiment, labeled FE/2, cuts the peak instruction delivery bandwidth of the fetch stage in half. This configuration can
only deliver up to four instructions from one basic block per cycle. For
many of the experiments, this cuts the average instruction delivery
bandwidth by nearly half. As shown in the results, the effects of memory
renaming are severely attenuated. With half of the instruction delivery
bandwidth the machine becomes fetch bottle-necked for many of the
experiments. Once fetch bottle-necked, improving execution performance
with memory renaming does little to improve the performance of the
program. This is especially true for the integer codes where fetch bandwidth
is very limited due to many small basic blocks.

Fig. 8.

Program performance with varied system configuration.
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The second experiment in Fig. 8, labeled SF* 3, increases the store
forward latency three-fold to three cycles. The store forward latency is the
minimum latency, in cycles, between any two operations that communicate
a value to each other through memory. In the baseline experiments of Fig. 7,
the minimum store forward latency is one cycle. As shown in the graph,
performance improvements due to renaming rise sharply, to as much as
42.5 % for go and more than 16 % overall. This sharp rise is due to the
increased latency for communicate through memory± ± this latency must be
tolerated, which consumes precious parallelism. Renamed memory accesses,
however, may communication through the register file in potentially zero
cycles ( via bypass), resulting in significantly lower communication latencies.
Given the complexity of load/store queue dataflow analysis and the
requirement that it be performed in one cycle for one-cycle store forwards
( since addresses in the computation may arrive in the previous cycle) ,
designers may soon resort to larger load/store queues with longer latency
store forwards. This trend will make memory renaming more attractive.
A fitting conclusion to our evaluation is to grade ourselves against the
goal set forth in the beginning of this paper: build a renaming mechanism
that maps all memory communication to the register communication and
synchronization infrastructure. It is through this hoisting of the memory
communication into the registers that permits more accurate and faster
memory communication. To see how successful we were at this goal, we
measured the breakdown of communication handled by the load/store
queue and the data cache. Memory communications handled by the load/
store queue are handled ``in flight’’, thus this communication can benefit
from renaming. How did we do? Figure 9 shows for each benchmark, the
fraction of references serviced by the load/store queue in the base configuration, labeled Base, and the fraction of the references serviced by the
load/store queue in the pipeline with renaming support, labeled RE-422.
As shown in Fig. 9, a significant amount of the communication is now
being handled by the register communication infrastructure. Clearly, much
of the short-term communication is able to benefit from the renamer support.
However, a number of the benchmarks, e.g., CC1, Xlisp, and Tomcatv,
still have a nontrivial amount of short-term communication that was not
identified by the dependence predictor. For these programs, the execution
benefits were derived from the ability of the load/store queue to quickly
compute load/store dependencies when addresses become available. One
goal of this work is to improve the performance of the dependence predictor until virtually all short-term communication is captured in the highconfidence predictions. Not only will this continue to improve the performance of memory communication, but once this goal has been attained,
the performance of the load/store queue will become less important to
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Fig. 9.

Percent of memory dependencies serviced by load/store queue.

overall program performance. As a result, less resources will have to be
devoted to load/store queue design and implementation.
5. RELATED W ORK

A number of studies have targeted the reduction of memory latency.
Austin and Sohi ( 8) employed a simple, fast address calculation early in the
pipeline to effectively hide the memory latency. This was achieved by
targeting the simple base + offset addressing modes used in references to
global and stack data.
Dahl and O’Keefe ( 9 ) incorporated address bits associated with each
register to provide a hardware mechanism to disambiguate memory
references dynamically. This allowed the compiler to be more aggressive in
placing frequently referenced data in the register file ( even when aliasing
may be present), which can dramatically reduce the number of memory
operations that must be executed.
Lipasti et al. ( 4 ) described a mechanism in which the value of a load
instruction is predicted based on the previous values loaded by that
instruction. In their work, they used a load value prediction unit to hold the
predicted value along with a load classification table for deciding whether
the value is likely to be correct based on past performance of the predictor.
They observed that a large number of load instructions are bringing in the
same value time after time. By speculatively using the data value that was
last loaded by this instruction before all dependencies are resolved, they are
able to remove those dependencies from the critical path ( when speculation
was accurate). Using this approach they were able to achieve a speedup in
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execution of between 3 % ( for a simple implementation) to 16 % ( with
infinite resources and perfect prediction).
Sazeides et al. ( 10 ) used address speculation on load instructions to
remove the dependency caused by the calculation of the effective address.
This enables load instructions to proceed speculatively without their
address operands when effective address computation for a particular load
instruction remains constant ( as in global variable references ).
Finally, Moshovos et al. ( 3 ) used a memory reorder buffer incorporating data dependence speculation. Data dependence speculation allows load
instructions to bypass preceding stores before ambiguous dependencies are
resolved; this greatly increases the flexibility of the dynamic instruction
scheduling to find memory instruction ready to execute. However, if the
speculative bypass violates a true dependency between the load and store
instructions in flight, the state of the machine must be restored to the point
before the load instruction was mis-speculated and all instructions after the
load must be aborted. To reduce the number of times a mis-speculation
occurs, a prediction confidence circuit was included controlling when
bypass was allowed. This confidence mechanism differs from that used in
value prediction by locating dependencies between pairs of store and load
instructions instead of basing the confidence on the history of the load
instruction only. When reference prediction was added to the Multiscalar
architecture, execution performance was improved by an average of
5± 10 %. Independently, Moshovos and Sohi( 11) extended their earlier work
to rename memory communication to fast physical storage, much like the
work presented in this paper.
Our approach to speculation extends both value prediction and
dependence prediction to perform targeted speculation of load instructions
early in the architectural pipeline. Recent research has further extended the
memory renaming techniques outlined in this paper.
Reinman, et al. ( 12 ) have explored the feasibility of replacing much of
the hardware requirements for identifying stable store/load pairs with compile time analysis. They propose a software-guided approach for identifying
dependencies between store and load instructions as well as a new Load
Marking ( LM ) architecture to communicate these dependencies to the
hardware. Compiler analysis and profiles are used to find stable store/load
relationships, and these relationships are identified during execution via
hints or an n-bit tag. For those loads that are not marked for renaming,
additional profiling information is used to further classify the loads into
those that have accurate value prediction and those that do not. These
classifications allow the processor to individually apply the most appropriate aggressive form of execution for each load. Their results indicate that
compile-time classification can mark an average of 30± 40 % of loads for
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renaming with very high accuracy. The majority of the remaining loads can
be classified as either value predicting or independent.
Jourdan et al. ( 13 ) propose a novel extension to both register renaming
and memory renaming in which they integrate the value file into the physical register file. In this scheme, conventional register renaming circuitry is
modified to enable mapping of multiple architected registers to the same
physical register entry when those architected registers hold the same value.
This can lead to a significant reduction in the number of physical registers
needed to support aggressive out-of-order pipeline processing by eliminating duplicate values in the physical register file. The extra space is then
used to store value file entries required by the memory renamer. This
approach leads to a more efficient utilization of storage space by unifying
the physical register file and the value file.
Reinman and Calder ( 14 ) examined the effectiveness of pipelines using
various combinations of value, address, and dependence prediction. With
performance simulation, they found that aggressive value predictors yielded
the largest performance improvements, more than memory renaming for
most programs. However, when value prediction and memory renaming
were combined, the renamer could provide 9% more correct predictions
than with the value predictor alone. In addition, they found that the high
accuracy of the dependence predictor could be used to speed detection of
value mispredictions. By applying dependence speculation techniques ( such
as memory renaming) to the non-speculative check load, it is possible to
reduce the latency of misprediction detection. Of course, if the check load
speculation is incorrect, it may force recovery of a correct value prediction,
however, given the much higher accuracies of dependence prediction ( compared to value prediction) this case happens infrequently enough to provide
overall benefits.
6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described a new mechanism designed to improve
memory performance. This was accomplished by restructuring the processor pipeline to incorporate a speculative value and dependence predictor
to enable load instructions to proceed much earlier in the pipeline. We
introduce a prediction confidence mechanism based on store-load dependence history to control speculation and a value file containing load and
store data which can be efficiently accessed without performing complex
address calculations. Simulation results validate this approach to improving
memory performance, showing an average application speedup of 16 %.
We intend to extend this study in a number of ways. The most obvious
extension of this work is to identify new mechanisms to improve the
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confidence mechanism and increase the applicability of this scheme to more
load instructions. To do this we are exploring integrating control flow
information into the confidence mechanism. Another architectural modification is to improve the efficiency of squashing instructions affected by a
misprediction. This is starting to become important in branch prediction,
but becomes more important in value prediction because of the lower confidence in this mechanism. Also, the number of instructions that are directly
affected by a misprediction in a load value is less than for a branch prediction
allowing greater benefit from a improvement in identifying only those
instructions that need to be squashed.
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